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XOU~X~U&~U~X~= y~v~y~v~y~v~y~ (i-0,1,2,...) 
in a free monoid 
Abstract 
We prove that if x&x~& = yol;~y~v& holds for all i E {0,1,2,3}, then it is true for each 
if {O,l ,2,...} and that if x&-~~~x&x~ =~ou~~I~~~~~~,~~ holds for all in {O, 1,2,3,4,5}, then 
it is true for each i E (0, I, 2,. . .}. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
0. Introduction 
In the theory of automata and formal languages many problems (for instance, the 
question of test sets and the equivaIen~e problem of mo~hisms) induce systems of 
word equations in which pipings in different places can exist. 
The study started in [5] is carried on in this paper. We focus our attention to two 
special cases of the general system of word equations 
x()u;x, * ‘. U;Xn=yoOyyrt$y, (i-0,1,2,...), (*) 
where n and m are positive integers, x0,x1,. . . ,_r,, yo,yi,. . . ,ytn are words over a fi- 
nite alphabet Z: (the ~~~d~~~~ds of the system) and ~1,. . . , u,, 01,. . . , ZJ, are nonempty 
words over C (the loops of the system). The two special cases we concentrate on are 
(i) max(n,m} =2 and (ii) max{n,m} =3. 
The famous Ehrenfeucht Conjecture solved a decade ago (see, for instance, [2,8]) 
tells that any denumerable system of word equations over a finite alphabet is equivalent 
with some finite subsystem of it. Thus, as long as solutions are concerned, the system 
(*) is equivalent with a subsystem consisting of some d first equations of it, where d 
is a natural number depending probably on n and ~fz. 
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The test set problem for context-free languages is solved in [l], results of which 
imply case (i) above. 
Our article is organized as follows. In Section 1 some preliminaries, definitions 
and well-known results of combinatorics on words are given. In Section 2 the case 
max{n, m} = 2 is studied. Section 3 contains the main results of this paper. We prove 
that if max{n,m} = 3, then (*) is satisfied if the first six equations of it are. In Section 4 
some open problems and further topics of investigation are stated. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let N be the set of all natural numbers. Throughout the text C denotes a finite 
alphabet and C* (C+, resp.) is the free monoid (semigroup, resp.) generated by 1. 
The elements of C* are called words. Let w E C*. The length of w, denoted by Iw/, is 
the number of occurrences of letters in w. The word with length zero is the empty word, 
denoted by F. The nth power of w is defined inductively by w” = E, wn+’ = w”w, n E N. 
Denote by w+ the set of all positive powers of the word w. The word v is a subword 
of w if there exist words x and y such that w = xvy. If above x = c (y = E, resp.) then 
v is a prejix (sufJix, resp.) of w. Let pref(w) (sufs(w), resp.) be the set of all prefixes 
(suffixes, resp.) of w. 
A word v E Ci is primitive, if for each u E Ct and n E N, the equality v = u” implies 
n = 1 (and v= u). It is well known (see, for instance, [7]) that for each v E C+ there 
exists a unique primitive word t E C +, the primitive root of v, such that v= tm for 
some positive m E N. 
The subsets of C* are called languages. For a language L, let pref(L) = 
UxELwf(x) and M7’l~)= UxEL sufs(x). If L is a singleton, i.e. L = {x} for some 
word x, we identify L with x. The product of the languages L1 and L2 is the set 
hL2={4XELI,YEL2}. 
The nonempty words u and v are conjugate (words of each other) if there exist 
words x and y such that u = xy and v = yx. The word u and v commute if uv = vu. 
The following three results belong to the folklore of combinatorics on words. Proofs 
can be found in [7]. 
Lemma 1. Let x and y be nonempty words. The following three conditions ure equiv- 
alent. 
(i) The words x and y are conjugate; 
(ii) The words x and y are of equal length and there exist unique words tl, and t2, 
with t2 nonempty, such that t = tl t2 is primitive and x E (tl t2)+ and y E (tzt] )+; 
(iii) There exists a word z such that xz =zy. 
Furthermore, assume that any of the three conditions above holds and that tl and 
t2 are as in condition (ii). Then, for each word w, we have xw = wy tf and only tf 
w E (t,tz)*t,. 
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Lemma 2. Two nonempty words commute if and only tf they are powers of the same 
@rimitive) word, i.e. they have the same primitive root. 
One of the strongest results in the elementary theory of combinatorics on words can 
be stated as follows (for the proof, see for instance [f&7]). 
Lemma 3. If‘ two powers u”’ and v” of nonempty words u und v have a common 
.subword of length at least IuI + Iv1 - d (d being the greatest common divisor of Iz( 
and lvl), then the primitive roots of u and v are conjugate. 
Note that if in the previous lemma zP and v” have a common prefix of length at 
least /uI + Iv/ - d, then u and v have the same primitive root, so they are powers of 
the same (primitive) word. 
Lemma 4. (a) Assume that XI, ~2,p1,fi2,w, y and z are w0rd.s uch that 
for i = 1,2. If I yI > Iw I, then y and each nonempty word in the set {z, w} begins lvith 
the same symbol. 
(b) Assume that ai, pi, i = 1,2,3, and ~1, ~2, y,z are words such that 
yrj = w; w;z/j, 
,for i= 1,2,3. If lyl >I wTw21, then y and each nonempty word in the set {z, WI, ~2) 
begins with the same symbol. 
Proof. (a) Assume that jyj>~wl. If w = E or z = 6, the claim is certainly true. Sup- 
pose that w and z are nonempty. Since yc~l = wzbi, there exists a nonempty word 
d E pref (zb, ) such that y = wd. The equality yczz = w2z/3z then implies that da1 = wz/&. 
Thus all the words y, w,z begin with the same symbol. 
(b) Let I yl > Iwfw21. If either WI = E or w2 = E or z = a, we are through by part (a) of 
the lemma. Assume that all the words wi, w2 and z are nonempty. Since yell = wl w2zb1 
and ya2 = wfwizfi2, there exist nonempty words dl Epref(z/?l) and d2 Epref(wzzfi2) 
such that y= WIWZH~ = wfw2d2. Certainly wzdl = wIw2d2 implying that there exist 
a word w such that wiw2 = wzw. Then dl = wd2. Substituting y= w:w2d2 into the 
equality y~3 = wfwizfls implies that w2d2cq = WI wizp3, from which, remembering that 
~‘1 wz = WZW, we deduce that d2cq = wwizIJ3. Clearly all the words J’, wi, w2 begin with 
a common symbol, as well as all the words dl,d2, w. Thus all the words y,z, wl, w2 
begin with the same symbol. 0 
2. The system with at most two loops on both sides of the word equations 
To prove the main result of this section, we need two auxiliary lemmas. 
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Lemma 5. Let u,,u~,v,,v~ und x be bvords such thut ufxui = vfxv~ jbr i = 1,2. Then 
u;xui = vfxvi for euch i = 1,2,3,. . . 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n = 1x1. 
If n = 0 we are clearly through (for instance by Theorem 2 of [5]). 
Assume thus that n >O. If UI = vi, then u2 = ~2, so the claim holds. Suppose that 
ui # vi. By Lemma 4(a), each nonempty word in the set (~1, vi,x} begins with the 
same symbol, b, say. Thus ui b = bu, v, b = bv and x = bz for some words u, v and z. 
Clearly, by assumption, (ub)lzu$ = (vb)‘zv; for i = 1,2. By the induction 
hypothesis, u’zui = vizvi for each i = 1,2,3,. . , and therefore uixui = vfxvi for each 
i=1,2,3 ,... . 0 
Lemma 6. Let u,, ~2, v,, v2 and x be words such thut xu; ui = v; v;x jbr i = 1,2,3. Then 
xu~u~=v~v~x for each i= 1,2,3 ,... . 
Proof. We proceed again by induction on n = 1x1. 
If n = 0 we are through as above. Assume that n > 0. 
Consider first the case lxui I> Iv, /. By Lemma 4(a), each nonempty word in the 
set {vi,v~,x} begins with the same symbol, c, say. Certainly there exist words WI 
and w2 such that vlc = CWI, v2c = cw2 and x = cz. Then, by assumption, zuiu; = w; w;z 
for i = 1,2,3. By the induction hypothesis, zu;ui = wiwiz for each i = 1,2,3,. . . , so 
therefore xui us = vi vix for each i = 1,2,3,. . . 
Let now ]xui I d /VI 1. Then, by assumption, there exists a word d such that 
v, =xu,d, 
u2 = dvZx, 
u, u2d = dv, v2, 
u2u2d = dv2v2. I 2 I2 
(1) 
The second and third equalities of (1) clearly imply that there exist words p, 
and p2 = v2xd for which u,d = dp, and u2d = dpz. Thus from the third and fourth 
equality of (1) we deduce that pi pi = v;vi for i = 1,2. Then pi pi = vi vi for 
each i=1,2,3 ,... . Obviously, xuiui =xui(dv2x)i =xu,dp~-‘p~-‘v2x = v~v~x for each 
i=1,2,3 ,... . 0 
Note. Lemma 6 does not remain true if we assume XUiui = v~v~x for i = 1,2 only. For 
if we choose x = ab, u, = a, u2 = bab, v, = aba and v2 = 6, where a and b are distinct 
symbols, then xuf u; = vi v$x for i = 1,2, but xu:ui # v~v~x. 
Theorem 7. Assume that ui, Vi, i = 1,2, und xi, vi, j = 0,1,2, ure ,vords such thut 
XOU~XIU&Z = YOU: yl ~;y2 for i = 0, 1,2,3. Then XOU~X, uixl= youi y, vi yz jbr euch i = 
0,1,2,3 ,... . 
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Proof. We may clearly assume that yo = F: and that either x2 = c or yz = E. Consider 
first 
x,u;x, u;x2 = 2:; y1v; (2) 
for i = 0, I ,2,3. The cases i = 0 and i = I in (2) imply that ,vl =xoxix2 and xoulxl QY~ 
= E~JJIC?. There thus exist words wi,w2 such that ~‘1x0 =XOM~I and x2132 =+x~. Then 
(2 ) implies 
m;x, U; = w;xi kt$ (3) 
for i = 0,1,2,3. Lemma 5 now implies that U;XIZJ; = i~ixl wi for i = 0, 1,2,3,. . . from 
which x,,u;x, U$X~ = v; yi 2); for i = 0, 1,2,3,. . Consider then 
x,1+, u; = r; ,V] L$_V? (4) 
for i = 0, 1,2,3. If x0 = c or y2 = I:, the techniques used above can be applied. Assume 
thus that x0 # 2: and y2 #a. 
Proceed by induction on m = 1x11 + lyl I. If m = 0, we are through by Lemma 6. 
Assume thus that m > 0, and, without loss of generality, that _VI # E. Since x0x1 = _)>I ~‘1, 
there exists a symbol b and words x and y such that xg = bx and yr = by. Since 
XOUIXIZQ =ci_vlc2yl, we have rlb=bw for some word w. Now (4) implies 
x+, U; = MQ+V~ (5) 
for i = 0, 1,2,3. By the induction hypothesis, (5) is true for each i= 0,1,2,3,. . . . and 
we deduce that (4) is true for all i = 0, 1,2,3,. . . 0 
3. The system with at most three loops on both sides of the word equations 
Let u,, l-i, ,j = 1,2,3, and XX, yx, k = 0, 1,2,3, be words such that 
x,u;x, Ik;x211;xj = you; yi c; y2a;yj (i=O,l,2,3 ,... ). (**) 
To show that (**) is satisfied if x&x, ~4~x2~;~~ = youi y, V;Y~LI;J+ for i = 0,~) 2,3.4,5, 
we need several smaller results. 
Lemma 8. Lrt ui, c’;, i = 1,2,3, und x be words such that 
.fk)r i = 1,2,3. Then (1) is trw ,for ruch i = 1,2,3,. . 
Proof. We proceed induction on the length n of the word x. 
If n = 0, we are through by Theorem 2 in [5]. 
If ~1 =DI, then U~ZJ~=U;U; for i= 1,2,3. By Lemma 5, U;U;=U~ZJ; for each i= 
1,2,3,. , implying that U;XU;U~ = V~XV~U; for each i = 1,2,3,. 
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Assume that H # 0 and, without loss of generality, that Iut I> 11~1 I. By Lemma 4(a), 
all nonempty words in the set (~1, III ,x} begin with the same symbol, 6, say. There then 
exist words u, v and z such that bu = UI b, bv = q b and x = by. Now (6) for i = 1,2,3 
implies that 
ulyu;u; = v1 yv;v; (7) 
for i = 1,2,3. By the induction hypothesis, equality (7) is true for all i = 1,2,3,. . . . 
We deduce that bu’yuiug =u;xuiu; =bv’yviv; =v~xu~v; for each i= 1,2,3,... . 0 
A symmetric counterpart of the preceding lemma is, of course, 
Corollary 9. Let u;, ti;, i = 1,2,3, and x be Icords such that 
u; u;xu; = v; v;xv; 
for i = 1,2,3. Then u; uixu; = 2;; v;xv; is true for each i = 1,2,3,. . . 
Lemma 10. Let uj, vi, j = 1,2,3, and x be words such that 
u;xu;u; = II; v;xv; 
for i = 1,2,3,4. Then (8) is true j& each i = 1,2,3,. . . . 
(8) 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length n of the word UIXU~U~ (=vIv~x~J). 
If 1x1 = 0, we are through by Theorem 2 in [5]. 
If u; = E and Uj = E for some i, j E { 1,2,3}, the lemma is true by Theorem 7. 
Assume that x # E and, without loss of generality, that ni # E for i = 1,2,3. 
If VI =8, then Lemma 8 implies the result. Let VI #E. 
For a while, suppose that the words u1 and VI have the same primitive root. Let r 
and s be positive integers and t a word such that UI = t’ and VI = t’. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that Y 3s. Then (8) implies 
&r-s)’ xl&u; = v;xvj (9) 
for i = 1,2,3,4. By the induction hypothesis, equality (9) is true for all i = 1,2,3,. . . . 
If IUI I <3lv1/ and IVI I631u1I, we deduce by Lemma 3, that ut and VI are powers of 
the same (primitive) word. Assume thus that either (A) Iui I >3lal I or (B) Iv11 >3lut I. 
Consider first the case (A). Suppose first, that IUI I > Iv:v21. By Lemma 4(b), the 
words uI and x and all nonempty words in the set (~‘1, ~‘2) begin with the same symbol, 
c, say. Thus X=CXI, UIC=CU, VIC=CWI, and V~L’ = cw2 for some words XI,U,WI and 
~2. Then (8) for i= 1,2,3,4 implies 
ulxiu;u; = w; w;xi v; (10) 
for i = 1,2,3,4. By the induction hypothesis, the equality (10) holds for each i = 
1,2,3 ,..., so we can write u;xu~u~ = cu’xl unzip = cw; w;Xl Vi = Vi V$w; for all 
i= 1,2,3 ,... . 
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Let /UI 1 <\u~uz~. Since ]UI I>31111 1,equality (8) for i=2 implies that UI = u:d for 
some nonempty word d l pref(vz). Equality (8) for i = 3 allows us to deduce that 
dvl = vld. Thus VI and d, as well as ut and ~1 have the same primitive root. 
Let us turn to the case (B). 
Clearly VI = u:p for some word p. Equality (8) for i = 4 implies that there exists 
a word q ~pvef(xu~u~) such that u~p = qul. Equality (8) for i = 3 guarantees that 
p l pref(xu:u:). If /xl >, lpl, then p = q, the words UI and p, and thus the words ut 
and ~1 are powers of the same word, and we are through. Assume, that IpI > 1x1. Since 
x E prrj’(p) and x Epref(q), the equality UI p = qul allows us to find a word u such 
that UIX = XU. We deduce that 
xu’u;u; = v; v;xv; (11) 
for i= 1,2,3,4. Since IXU~ </VI 1, there exists a word d such that VI =xud. Then xu’u$u; 
= vi-‘(xud)v;xv; for i = 1,2,3,4, so III (xu) = (xu)v for some word u. Now (11) im- 
plies, for certain words di that 
14 
1-l u;u; = v’-‘dd, (12) 
for i= 1,2,3,4. Suppose that IuI<IuuzI. Then v=ut for some tEpref’(u2) and (12) 
for i = 3 implies that u*t = utu. Certainly ut = tu, so the words u and t, and thus u and 
~1 have the same primitive root. 
Assume that c= uuzz for some nonempty word z (certainly shorter than ~3). Then 
we deduce from ( 12) that 
ltu;w; = (uu*zy (13) 
for some word w; l pref(uzu;), when i = 1,2,3. Obviously wi =z’ for i = 1,2,3, so, 
by Theorem 1 in [5], the words U,U~,Z and v are powers of the same word. 
In both of the cases above u and u have a common primitive root. Since ulx = su 
and VI(XU)=(XU)U we find that also ut and VI have the same primitive root. q 
Corollary 11. Let uj, v,, j = 1,2,3, and xk, yk, k = 1,2, he words such that 
u;xIu;x~u; = v; y, v;y*v; 
,f& i = 0, 1,2,3,4. Then (14) is true jbr each i = 0, 1,2,3,. . . . 
(14) 
Proof. By induction on length n of the word x1x2. 
For n = 0, we are through by Theorem 2 in [5]. Let n > 0. 
If XI = y2 = E (yl =x2 = E, resp.), Lemma 10 implies our result. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that x1 and yl are both nonempty. 
lfut=vl, thenxtu~x2u;=y1v~y2u; for i=O,1,2,3. By Theorem 7,xlu;x2uj=ylzj; 
y2v; for each i=O,1,2,3 ,..., implying that u;xuiu; = u~xv~v~ for each i = 0,1,2,3,. . . . 
Assume, without loss of generality, that GUI j> /UI I. By Lemma 4(a), all nonempty 
words in the set {UI, 111 ,x1, yl } begin with the same symbol, b, say. There then exist 
words U, v and x, y such that hu = UI h, hv = vi h, xi = bx and yi = by. Now (14) for 
i = 0, 1,2,3,4 implies that 
ltxu;x~u; = v’yv;y2v; (15) 
for i = 0, 1,2,3,4. By the induction hypothesis, the equality (15) is true for all 
i=1,2,3 ,... . We deduce that bu’xuixzuj = u;x, u;x,u; = bv’yv; y2v; = v; y, v;y?v; 
for each i= 1,2,3 ,... . 0 
Lemma 12. Let x, u, vl, ~‘2 und ~‘3 be words such that xu3 = v~v~v:x Then xui = v; v;v;x 
is true .fbr rdi i = 1,2,3,. . 
Proof. The assumption xu3 = r~v~r~x implies that the words u3 and V~V~P~ are conju- 
gate. By Lemma 1 there exists a (primitive) word t = tl t2 and nonnegative integer Y 
such that u = (t~ti )‘, z$v~v: = (t, t2)3’ and x(t2ti ) = (tit2)x. Theorem 1 in [3] implies 
that there exists Y; E N such that vi = (ti t2 y for i = I, 2,3 and YI + 1’2 fr3 = r. Certainly 
xui =x(t2ti )‘i = (tl t2)rix = 21; r$z.$ for all i = 1,2,3,. 0 
Lemma 13. Let u,, c,, i = 1,2,3 and x be ,vords such that 
i i xu, u*u; = v; v;v;x (16) 
for i=1,2,3,4,5. Then (16) is trur,for each i=1,2,3 ,... . 
Proof. If u; = Uj = i: for some i,j E { 1,2,3}, Lemma 6 implies the result. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that Ui is nonempty for .j = 1,2,3. If any two of the words 
~1, u2,u3 are empty, we are done by Lemma 12. Assume, again without loss of gener- 
ality, that ui and ~2 are both nonempty. 
We proceed by induction on the length n of the word xulu2u3 (= cl v~v~x). 
If 1x1 = 0, we are through by Theorem 2 in [5]. Assume that x #E. 
Suppose that lxul/ > Iv:v~~. By Lemma 4(b), the words x and ~1 and each nonempty 
word in { ~2, us} begin with the same symbol, c, say. There thus exist words y, WI, w2 
and w3 such that x = c’y, ric = cwi, ,j = I, 2,3. Then (16) for i = 1,2,3,4,5 implies 
yu;u;u; = w$v;“;J (17) 
for i = 1,2,3,4,5. By the induction hypothesis, (I 7) holds for all i = 1,2,3,. . . which 
allows us to deduce that XU;U~U~ = cyu;uiuj = cw; u$w;,v = z!; v$;cy = D; O~I:;X for each 
positive integer i. 
Let ]xui 1 d Iufv2I. 
Assume for a while that there exist a (primitive) word t = tl t2 and positive inte- 
gers r and s such that x(t2tl)=(tlt2)x, UI =(tztl)” and ~1 =(tlt2),‘. Then (16) for 
i = 1,2,3,4,5 implies 
(t,t2)%& = (t, t2)siU;v;X (18) 
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for i = 1,2,3,4,5. Suppose that r 3s. Then (18) implies that 
x(tzt, y-0 u; Ll; = c; v;x (19) 
for i = 1,2,3.4,5. By the induction hypothesis, the equality ( 19) holds for all 
i =1,2,3,. . Certainly .XU;U:U; =x(t~t, )~u$u; =(tlt~)“ix(t*t~)(‘-“)‘~;~; = 1$~$r$x for 
i= 1,2,3 ,... . Let r<s. Then (18) for i= 1,2,3,4,5 implies 
.n4;24; = (t,tZ)(Y~‘.);1!~I:jX (20) 
for i = 1,2,3,4,5. Again by the induction hypothesis, (20) is true for each i = 1.2,3,. . 
We deduce that XU;U~U; = (tt t2)rixuiui = (tl t~)SIv$v$x = v~t~~u~x for i = 1,2,3,. 
The basic cases in the length considerations that follow are (A) GUI/> ICI 1 and (B) 
JUI I d/u 1. 
Consider first case (A). We shall show that XU: l pref’(tl:). If IXCI:I < Iv~i, we are 
done. Assume that 1x$ > Iv;l. Since Ixut I d /vfv2I, we have Ixu:I d Iv~v~I . The equality 
( 16) for i = 4 implies that XU: = v!d where d E pwf(v~). Equality (16) for i = 3 guar- 
antees that tlld =dv for some word V. Certainly d l pref(v:), so xu: ~prclf’(cT). Since 
1~11~ jz’, 1, Lemma 3 implies that UI and UI are conjugate. Moreover, there exist a (prim- 
itive) word t = tl t? and positive integers r and s, with Y > s, such that x( t2tl) = (tl t? )x, 
~1 =(t~tl))’ and ut =(ttt~)~‘. 
Let us turn to the case (B). 
Eq. (16) implies for i = 2 that there exists a word d such that xuld = vyv2. Then the 
equation with index i in (16) guarantees the existence of a word d, such that 
(21) 
for i = 3,4,5. There clearly exists a word w for which XI+‘= ~11~. Thus, by denoting 
IV, = zlt dd;, we deduce from (21) that 
14;u;ll; = M’ 
l-2 
wj (22) 
for i = 3,4,5. 
Assume that u3 = (-:. If 4lut / 3 IwI + IuI 1, then by Lemma 3, the words UI and w are 
powers of the same (primitive) word. Let IwI > 3lutI. The equality (22) for i = 3 implies 
that w= tr:df for some nonempty word d, ~pref(u~). Now (22) for i=4 implies that 
uldl =dlul, which means that dl,ul and w are all powers of the same primitive word. 
In both of the cases above, UI and UI are conjugate. Moreover, there exist a (primitive) 
word t = tl t2 and positive integers Y and s, such that x(t2tt ) = (tt tI)x, UI = (t2tl )” and 
UI = (t,t2),‘. 
Note that the lemma is now proved in the case that either u, = E or a, = 8: for some 
j E { 1,2,3}. Even more can be said: only the assumptions that (16) is true for each 
i = 1,2,3,4 are necessary. 
Let u3 fr:. Suppose that 5lutI3 114~ + Iu, I. R easoning exactly as in the case z12 = >: 
and 41~113 Iw + IUI 1, one can deduce that (16) is true for all i in kJ+. 
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Assume that IwI >4lu, I. Then w = u;‘p for some word p. From (22) we deduce 
3 3 
u2u3 = u1 pwl, 
(23) 
The last equality of (23) implies the existence of a word q such that pul = ulq. Then 
(23) gives 
l&4; = pu;pwz, 
z&l; = qu;pu;pw3. 
(24) 
If lp\<41u21, then p=q, the words ui and p as well as ut and w have the same 
primitive root and we are through as above. 
Suppose that 1 pi >4luzl. Then w = U:U~Z for a word z ~pref(ui). The third equality 
of (23) implies the existence of a word ~12 such that utu2 = ~2~12. Clearly, by the 
first and third equalities of (23), both ul and ~12 are prefixes of words starting with 
ui. If Iu~[<~[u~/, then ~1 =u12, and, by Lemma 2, the words UI,U~ are powers of the 
same (primitive) word. Then the words ut and u2 can be unified to form only one 
loop and (16) is true for each positive integer i, since the case where uj = c for some 
j E { 1,2,3} was considered above. 
Assume that Iur I >3lu21. Then ~1 = u;y for some word y l pre!(ui). The substitution 
of w = u:uiz and ut = uly into (22) for i = 5 implies that 
yu;z = u2zu;yzQ (25) 
when appropriate prefixes on both side of the equality are considered. Now, since 
z l pvef(ui) and y E pref(u:), either z is a prefix of y or vice versa. Assume that 
z=yzt for some word 21. Obviously (25) implies that yu2 =uly, so u2 and y com- 
mute. Let then y =zyt for some word yt Again, by (25) u2z =ZU for some word 
u and, moreover, yzu5 = u2zu~yz42, so u = 2~. We now have yuiz = u;zy. Since u2 
and z commute, u2 and y commute, too. In both cases u2y= yu2, which implies, by 
Lemma 2, that u2 and y as well as ul and ~2, are powers of the same (primitive) 
word. As above, the words ut and u2 can be unified to form only one loop. Once 
more, equality (16) is true for each i = 1,2,3, _ . . . The proof is now complete. 0 
Suppose now that in Lemma 13, the word us = c. Then, as mentioned in the proof, 
to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to assume that xu; ui = vi viz+ only for i = 1,2,3,4. 
All the results that are referred use at most four equalities. We can thus write 
Corollary 14. Let ui,vi, i = 1,2, j = 1,2,3 und x be words such that 
xu;u; =v;v;v;x 
for i=1,2,3,4. Then xu’;u~=v~v~v~x for each i= 1,2,3 ,... . 
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Lemma 15. Let Uj, V.j, j = 1,2,3, and x0,.x1, ~2, y3 be words such that 
x02+&; = 1;; v;yzv; y3
,fbr i = 0, 1,2,3,4,5. Then (26) is true for each i = 0, 1,2,3,. . . 
(26) 
Proof. By induction on the length n of the word lxsxr 1 (= 1 yl ys I). 
For n = 0, Theorem 2 in [5] implies the result. Let n > 0. 
We have two cases: (A) XI # i: and y2 #E; and (B) xl = E or y2 = f:. 
Consider case (A) Suppose first that either lxoutl> Iv, / or lt~y31> 1~31. Without 
loss of generality, let lxoul I > Iv] 1. Also assume that x0 #E. The case x0 =I: is fully 
analogous. By Lemma 4(a), the words x0, y2 and nonempty words in {VI, 212) begin 
with the same symbol, c, say. Thus x0 = cx, VI c = CWI, vzc = cw2 and y2 = cy for some 
words x0, wI, w2 and y. Then (26) is equivalent with 
xzf;x, z+; = w; w;yu;y3 (27) 
for i= 0, 1,2,3,4,5. By the induction hypothesis, the equality (27) holds for each 
natural number i implying that (26) is true for each i E N. 
Assume that /xaut / d /UI j and lusy3j d /zQ/. There then exist words dl and dz such 
that VI =x(pldl and ~3 =d2u3y3. Then (26) implies 
U;-‘X,U~d2(C3y3d2)‘-’ =(d,xou,)‘-‘d,~;y2~:-’ (28) 
for i= 1,2,3,4,5. Denote u=u3y3d2 and u==d,xoul, so 
u;x,u;(u2dz)ui = ui(d, L’~)c’;_v~u; (29) 
for ,j = 0,1,2,3,4. Corollary 11 now implies that (29) and thus (26) is true for each 
i=O,l,2 ,... . 
Let us now turn to case (B). If XI = y2 = E, we are through by Lemma 13. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that XI = E and y2 # K. 
If 1x0~1 I > /VII, we proceed exactly as in (27) above and deduce by the induction 
hypothesis that (26) is true for each natural number i. 
Let lxour I < Iv, 1. Then VI =xould for some word A and (26) implies that there exist 
a word w such that w =dxoul and 
i-l i i 
Ul u2u3 = w~‘-‘du;.y~v;y3 (30) 
for i= 1,2,3,4,5. Let zt =d, z2=a2yz and 23=vsy3. Then we have 
U; U;Z,Z2Z3U; = W’Zl U;Z2U;Z3 (31) 
for i = 0, 1,2,3,4. It is easy to see that 23~3 = ~3.23 for some word w3 and (31) implies 
u; u;z,z2PV; = w’z, v;z& (32) 
for i = 0,1,2,3,4. Corollary 11 now implies that equality (32) and thus equality (26) 
istrueforeachiEN. 0 
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Theorem 16. Let U,j, of, ,j = 1,2,3, und XI, yk, k = 0,1,2,3, be words such thut 
x~u;x,u;x~u;x3 =y~v;y,u;yp;y3 (33) 
fbr i=O,1,2,3,4,5. Then (33) is true jbfbr euch i=O,1,2 ,... . 
Proof. By induction on the length n of the word ~0~1~2x3 (= yoyly2y3). 
For n = 0, Theorem 2 in [5] is once more applied. Let n > 0. 
Suppose first that ~0x1 fc and yoyl #E. 
If x0 and yo are both nonempty, the induction is trivially extended. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that yo = e. Thus y1 # t‘. 
If x0 is empty, techniques of Corollary 11 can be applied to shorten the word ~0x1. 
Assume that x0 # E. There then exist a letter b and words c’,x and y such that 
x0 = bx, yl = by and c’~ b = bv. Then (33) implies 
xu;x,u;x*zl;x3 = v’yv;y2v;y3 (34) 
for i = 0,1,2,3,4,5. By the induction hypothesis, Eq. (34), and thus (33) is true for 
all natural numbers. 
We can thus make the assumption that either ~0x1 or yoyl (~2x3 or ~2~3, resp.) is 
empty. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that ~2x3 = yoyl = c. The claim is now true by 
Lemma 15. 0 
4. Conclusions 
The system of word equations (**) was shown to be equivalent with its finite sub- 
system 
XOU;XI U;X2U;X3 = YoUi YI V;yzV;,Vj (i=O, 1,2,3,4,5). (t) 
We do not know whether or not the four or five first equations of (t) are sufficient to 
imply (**). Certainly at least the three first are necessary (see the note after Lemma 6). 
The structure of solutions of (**) (or (*)) is not very complicated. This question as 
well as the question concerning the applications of the previous results to the test sets 
are answered in forthcoming papers. 
When studying (*) in the general case, more advanced techniques than those applied 
above should be derived. The research work on the topic is continued in the future. 
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